The Ojai Foundation
timeless wisdom ~ timely action

Annual Report 2013-14

THE OJAI FOUNDATION HIGHLIGHTS
FISCAL YEAR 2013-2014 IN NUMBERS

Students who visited the Land Sanctuary: 1,000+
Number of Los Angeles students sitting in council circles every week: 15,000+
Total Land Sanctuary program days: 314
Wisdom carriers from various cultures and spiritual traditions: 8
Nature-based rites of passage and ropes course programs: 33
Total number of volunteer hours spent in service to The Ojai Foundation: 7,500+
Total number of visitors to the Land Sanctuary: 3,000+
Participants in council trainings and workshops: 500+ and 30 organizations
Work Exchange volunteers: 44
Number of countries where council trainings have taken place: 20+
Total cost of operations in 2013-14: $1.2 million
Total amount of scholarships and concessions for youth and adults: $35,000+
Number of individual donors: 117
Number of ripples out into the world: infinite!
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
This annual report celebrates another major milestone for

The Ojai Foundation (TOF). After decades of seeding and

nurturing our council outreach programs, we successfully

completed the “spin-off” of the Center for Council Practice
(CCP). Under the new name Center for Council, this

ancient/modern practice is reaching a wide array of

populations in need, from California prisons and social

justice organizations to healing and reconciliation efforts in
Rwanda. The Council in Schools (CIS) program remains
under the umbrella of TOF, now as a “fiscal sponsoree,”
and will continue to support bringing council to schools

around Los Angeles, Ventura, and Santa Barbara counties.
These organizational changes have enabled us to renew

our efforts at home in Ojai, including expanded programming, land and facilities improvements and focused

strategic planning. The timeliness of this new beginning is

confirmed through the growing demand for our offerings,
a robust new Board of Directors, a handful of new

corporate clients and an increasingly professional and

committed land-based staff community. This new cycle has
also allowed us to refocus and re-enliven our mission, bringing back into the foreground the vision of an experiential
classroom for regenerative living, a sanctuary for rites of

passage and youth-elder mentoring, and a living laboratory
for awakening our interdependence and modeling a new
way forward. As such, we continue to practice and share

ways to live lightly and joyfully together on this sacred earth.
This moment holds great promise for all of us who care

about building a balanced and regenerative future that

includes healthy land, compassionate people and vibrant

communities. We hope these pages move and inspire you
and that you will join us in imagining what is possible in the
coming years both for TOF and for our world.
For all our relations, for all time,
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Our Land Sanctuary

place to restore, to remember and to reconnect. Over
three decades ago, elders from various indigenous

traditions brought to us the teachings of the Medicine
Wheel. This map of wholeness continues to inform an
integrated approach that serves all aspects of being

human—physical, mental, spiritual and emotional—

guided by corresponding aspects of the natural world:

earth, air, fire and water. Our work aims to fulfill this
holistic vision of balance and regeneration.

EARTH

CONNECT WITH the LAND
NOURISH the body
FEED THE SOUL
SILENCE & INTROSPECTION
RITES OF PASSAGE
REGENERATIVE DESIGN

¥ Youth Leadership &
Rite of Passage Retreats

¥ Permaculture, Earth-building &
Regenerative Design
¥ Way of Council Trainings

¥ Hosting Wisdom Carriers, Indigenous
Teachers & Evolutionary Leaders
¥ Intergenerational Gatherings
¥ Corporate Retreats

¥ Seasonal Celebrations

¥ Community Music & Dance Evenings
¥ Work Exchange & Internships

¥ Weekend Volunteer Docent Program
¥ Ropes Course Leadership Challenge
¥ Hosted Programs (Venue rental to
kindred organizations)
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From the beginning, our Land Sanctuary has offered a

STEWARDSHIP & SUSTAINABILITY
CAMPAIGN: We’re halfway there!
Thanks to a generous $25,000 matching gift, we were able to raise
over $50,000 at the end of FY 2013-14 towards our overall campaign
goal of $100,000.This campaign is raising funds to bring our Land
Sanctuary up to state-of-the-art standards ofsustainability and guest

safety while continuing to enhance the beauty and comfort of the land
and facilities.
With the funds raised to date we have begun the following projects:
• surfacing the driveway to reduce bumps, dust and erosion
• restoration of old guest hermitage wood decks and flooring
• outdoor community eco-kitchen and staff composting toilet
• off-grid solar energy upgrades for efficiency and fire safety
• heating upgrades to meet latest fire safety standards
With the $50,000 still to be raised, we will:
• restore existing irrigation water well
• implement compost tea brewing and land application
• add new water catchment in earthworks and cisterns
• complete Maha Yurt superadobe meeting space
• initiate process to develop a Permaculture Master Plan
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Many thanks to all those who are making this possible.Thousands of
people, young and old, will continue to be educated, inspired and
transformed by their stay at our Land Sanctuary.

“The four days I spent at The Ojai Foundation
gave me so much faith and inspiration. I’ve
begun to see life differently, to see the sacredness
in all things and deeply value the complete and
divine web of life. It was
a transformational
reminder of who
I really am.”
—Barbara

WATER
DEep listening

“This experience totally changed my
heartfelt speaking
life.I never expected I was going to
have such a profound
“My
TEARS, LAUGHTER, SONG
life
spiritual
YOUTH
has
experience.
FLOW
OF
RESOURCES
been
I feel way more loving and
changed
compassionate of
forever. I
people, and I see myself using the
am planning
practice of council
on implementing
in some capacity in my work.
all that I have learned
Thank you for giving this to the world!
and to share this wisdom of the
We need it.”
indigenous and of the Earth. I
—Council Training Participant
walk away from this experience
empowered and inspired to live
my purpose and light up the
darkness!”
—Andrew

Center for Council Practice

In 2013-14, The Ojai Foundation’s Center for Council Practice (CCP) took major strides in bringing Council to
populations around the world in need of reconciliation, restoration and renewed humanity; to organizations seeking to
better serve a more just future for our planet; and to hundreds of individuals ready to bring the practice of deep
listening into their communities and relationships. With programs in Rwanda, Australia, Poland (Auschwitz), at
Soledad Prison (CA, USA), and in numerous social justice organizations around Southern California, CCP is making
a tremendous impact on our world.
The Ojai Foundation honors the work of so many committed individuals who seeded what is now the Center for Council, and sends good wishes for
a bright future under the nonprofit fiscal sponsor Community Partners. May it continue to bring understanding, peace, and healing to our world.
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AIR
COMMUNITY
LEADERSHIP
TEACHING & LEARNING
PRACTICE & SERVICE
WISDOM CARRIeRS
ELDERS

“Council is a co-creative field of emergent, collective
wisdom and heartfelt storytelling. It often reveals
and illuminates a larger story. It is a participatory
mystery. We do not know who will show up or
what will happen. It has the possibility of being a
catalyst, a healing, an inspiration, a meditation, or
simply a moment of connection.”
— Alexis Slutzky, Council Trainer

Council in Schools

Now formally designated as “a project of The Ojai Foundation,” Council in Schools (CIS) continues to expand under the
leadership of new co-directors Michelle Mansfield and Marc Rosner. In addition to supporting ongoing Los Angeles school
programs, CIS is working with several new schools this year, including public and private
schools in Ventura and Ojai, California and Denver, Colorado. A significant
development is that all CIS consultants now have additional training in restorative
justice “conferencing” and are facilitating restorative justice circles in several
Los Angeles area schools.
Generous funding continues from the Herb Alpert Foundation, Windhorse
Foundation, the Annenberg Foundation and others.
Former CIS directors Joe Provisor and Monica Chinlund have taken a leave, Chinlund
to focus on family and deepen her studies in restorative justice and Provisor to

complete his book, Teaching and Learning in Circles: Council in Education.
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TOF Welcomes Adam Rumack
as Executive Director

Adam first connected with TOF as a
Crossroads School student when he visited the
Land for his senior class rite-of-passage trip in
2000. He went on to earn a BA in Modern
Literary Studies and an MBA in International
Management, to live and work in South Africa,
Japan, Chile and El Salvador and to begin a
career in the world of international business.

The connection that his experience in Ojai had
awakened in him continued to pull at his soul,
as did a strong desire to serve youth and the
earth. Adam returned to Ojai in 2012 to join
the staff, initially as Director of Marketing &
Communications. Since that time Adam has
dedicated himself to living the way of council,
and has expanded his skills and
qualifications in both
teaching and in nonprofit management.
He is a Certified
Council Trainer, a
youth rites-ofpassage leader and
a wilderness guide.
He is deeply
committed to earthcherishing traditions and
wisdom teachings, and
possesses of a keen organizational and business
sense. He leads with inclusivity and heart.
With gratitude to our dedicated staff:
Adam Rumack, Executive Director
Judy Piazza, Director of Programs
Leif H. Skogberg, Land Steward &
Director of Sustainability
Stephanie Sacha, Business Manager
Diana Kelly, Administrative Assistant
CJ Cintas, Facilities Manager
Jen Schlaich, Groundskeeper
Alana Mitnick, Hospitality &
Volunteer Coordinator
Amanda Canty, Hospitality &
Beauty Way

¥

Financial Report
The Ojai Foundation
Statement of Activity for Fiscal Year 2013-2014

Revenue and Gains
Program Service Fees
Interest Income
Other Earned Revenue
Total Revenue and Gains
Support
Unrestricted Contributions
Program/Intiative Support
Fiscal Sponsorship___
Total Support
Total Support and Revenue

Expenses
Program Services
Land Santuary
Council in Schools
Center for Council Practice
Other Grant-Funded Programs
Total Program Services
General and Administrative
Depreciation
Fundraising
Total Expenses

Change in Net Assets

619,074
616
11,151
630,841
195,000
371,838
45,732
612,570

1,243,411
402,214
278,478
316,095
45,732
996,787
142,193
48,308
17,204

1,204,492
38,919

For more information, look for the IRS Form 990 on our website.

Since The Ojai Foundation began as Human Dimensions Institute/West nearly four
decades ago, this small organization and community in the Upper Ojai Valley has had farreaching influence. Through the tireless work of Gigi Coyle, Marlow Hotchkiss, Jack
Zimmerman and countless other inspired souls,The Ojai Foundation's impact can be
seen in over twenty countries around the world. Carriers of the Way of Council have initiated ongoing council programs in Israel, Palestine,
South Africa, Mali, Greece, Italy, Australia, Guatemala, Mexico, Scotland, Rwanda and Kenya. Council is changing the way California prisons prepare inmates for reentry into society and changing the way schools around the world are inspiring and empowering creative leaders and community-minded thinkers.

The Way of Council:
Local to Global

Along with the spawning of our Council in Schools and Center for Council programs and helping to inspire the European Council Network,The
Ojai Foundation is now taking part in a burgeoning Global Council Network that will connect many points of community, humanity and
heartfelt listening around the world. A website and international gathering are forthcoming and we look forward to being a small part
of a bigger story of global healing.
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Looking Forward

FIRE

As an organization that looks to land and nature as our primary teachers,
The Ojai Foundation too is constantly changing and growing; giving birth to
new visions and realizing them, evaluating and questioning, and offering to
the world the wisdom gleaned.

spirit
creativity
Transformation

When The Ojai Foundation board and leadership staff decided the time
had come to release Center for Council Practice and Council in Schools into
the world, it became clear that we needed to address the fundamental
questions of an organization in transition. We entered into a strategic
planning process with board, staff and elders, which gave space to reflect
upon the gifts, the challenges and the potential for our organization. We
asked: “What is The Ojai Foundation’s unique offering to the world? Who
are we now? What have learned over 35 years that is relevant today?
Where do TOF’s gifts align with world’s greatest needs? What will it take to
realize the vision of a thriving and meaningful world for future generations—one rooted in a deep sense connection to self?” The process has
been deep and expansive, grounded in business acumen and in the visionary tradition of The Ojai Foundation.

Through the process we arrived at five program focus areas, which draw
upon our fundamental teachings, the legacy of The Ojai Foundation’s 35year history, and the essential need in the world for connection with nature,
community, soul and spirit.
We determined to build and enrich the following areas of our work:
(1) Rites of passage for youth, elders and middle-agers, (2) Regenerative
Living & Permaculture demonstration and teaching (3) Community-building
practices, with council at the core (4) Corporate & organizational retreats
(5) Wisdom Teacher programs/Evolutionary Conversations.
Along with these program areas, we will deliver wilderness and pilgrimage
experiences woven throughout, the development of our knowledge
resource bank and more long-term programming. In addition, with all of
our work, we will continue to follow the natural flow of water from the
“ridge to the plains,” reaching out to the underserved populations of the
Ventura, Santa Barbara and Los Angeles areas.
So here we are, at the beginning of another cycle of generative work,
already watching new growth sprout in each of these program areas, as
we grow our skills, deepen our understanding and build collaborative
relationships in and beyond our immediate circle.

With gratitude for those who came before,
and in service to future generations,
Adam Rumack, Executive Director
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The vibrancy of this time is clear as The Ojai Foundation invites us all
to listen deeply, to live our gifts and to walk our prayer for
remembrance of the inherent connectedness between all beings.
I hope you will join us in serving this life-sustaining vision.
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The Ojai Foundation’s donors make our work possible. The following are the names of

our 2013-14 individual and institutional supporters. We thank you for your commitment

to making the world a better place by supporting our mission. Every gift, of every size,
makes a real difference and means a great deal to TOF’s youth, elders and communities.

CIRCLE OF SUSTAINERS: Individual donors of $1000 or more
Gigi Coyle
Doug Ellis
Jesse Estrin
Rob & Kelila Heller
Krystyna Jurzykowski
Jo Ann & Charlie Kaplan
Meredith Kaplan

CIRCLE OF SUPPORTERS

Doug Adrianson
Kristan Altimus
Camille Ameen
Paul Astin
Lori Ellen Austein
George Berg
Leon Berg
Mari Braveheart-Dances
Beth Brennan
Delia Brinton
Lana & Ken Brody
John Broesamle
Harry Brown &
Ann Farbman
Tom Bussler
Marcia Capparela
Ann & Tom Carr
Anne Carter
Caroliine & Stephen Chinlund
Brian Collins
Harriet Crosby
Paul & Mary Ann Cummins
Susan & Russell Davison
Enid Dickson
Peggy Dobreer
Lily & David Dulan
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Lynnaea Lumbard &
Rick Paine
David Yorkin &
Susan Madigan
Roger Milliken
Jane Parkes
Idoline Scheerer

Tom Scheerer
Evan Speigel
Amber Tamblyn
Marion Weil
Laura Whitney
Jack Zimmerman

Christoph Enderlein
Karen & Bill Evenden
Mary Freed
James Graham
Jeanne Dickenson
Tamara Grenier
Kathlyn & Gay Hendricks
Edward Glickman &
Randy Hopkins
Diana Hrabowecki
Mark Ivener
Ruben Jacobo
Patricia Johnson
Katherine King
Peter Klausner
Susanna & Sonya Knittel
Renee & Jose Larios
David Lee
Kate & Andy Lipkis
David Listenberger
Eric Lohela
John & Lola Rae Long
Lauren Lovett
John Luca &
Rudi Lion
Katrina Maclachlan

Lisa Marks
Charlene Renee McClain
Bonnie Mennel &
Paul LeVasseur
Weston Milliken
Max Milton
Leslie Moore
Barbara Moreno
Sara Taylor Morgan
Larry Moss &
Christine Page
Maureen Murdock
Jill Murray
Jamy Myatt
Marcel Nagy
Jody Norris
Anthony & Angela Ocone
Mary Orr &
Russell Atkinson
Farion & Kent Pearce
Judy Piazza
Richard Quaglino
Lise Ransdell &
Eric Augustiny
Tony Ransdell
Robert Reinis

Bob Riddle
Patricia Rosenberg &
Bud Heumann
Michael Rosner
Ruth & David Rosner
Marc Rosner
Adam Rumack
Kay & Daniel Salas
Maria Sedova
Jen Shakti
Shane Skogberg
Sharon Shay Sloan
Barbara Smith
Debbie Smith
Ruth & John Souza
Pamela Stones &
John Birsner, Jr.

Tyler Suchman
Coline Tabrum
Bonnie Tamblyn &
Russ & Amber Tamblyn
Kenyon Taylor
Cheryle Van Scoy
Henry & Carole
Wadsworth
Mary Watkins
Ronit Weintraub
Carol Wester
Marcin Whitman
Mathew & Ann Wolf
Jennifer Yee
Elissa Zimmerman

Plus, much love and gratitude to the many volunteers who
gave countless hours and boundless care toward our work
and mission.

FOUNDATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS
Annenberg Foundation

Herb Alpert Foundation
Ananda Fund

Transformation Trust

Kalliopeia Foundation
RSF Social Finance
WWW Foundation

Employees Community Fund
of Boeing Corporation

Scheerer Family Foundation
Seahorse Fund
ProThera, Inc.

California Council for the Humanities
Nathan Cummings Foundation
William Froelich Foundation

Rosenthal Family Foundation
Schick Foundation

Seeley W. Mudd Foundation
Tides Foundation

Squid & Squash Foundation
Dillon Henry Foundation

Schwab Charitable Fund
Grinstein Donenfeld

“Keep some room
in your heart
for the
unimaginable.”
— Mary Oliver
`

Contemporary Art

Ojai Community Bank
With a special acknowledgement to our
generous media partners including:
Doug Ellis Photography
and

Robert Sullivan Web Design.
And, as always, to the

Happy Valley Foundation

OUR MISSION
Fostering practices that awaken connection
with self, others and the natural world.

ax Printed on recycled paper.
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Council, the practice of listening and speaking from the heart,
is at the core of all of our offerings.

Before each meal we offer a bit of food with thanks to our ancestors, the spirits of the land and all our relations.
The Ancestor Bowl is placed under a nearby tree for the creatures of the Land to enjoy.
Please consider making your own offering to support

The Ojai Foundation’s work on behalf of future generations.
Visit us online or use the enclosed envelope.
THANK YOU!

THE OJAI FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 999
Ojai, California 93024
805.646.8343
contact@ojaifoundation.org
www.ojaifoundation.org

